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In this paper, a decoupled sliding-mode with fuzzy-neural network controller for nonlinear sys-
tems is presented. To divided into two subsystems to achieve asymptotic stability by decoupled
method for a class of fourth-order nonlinear system. The fuzzy-neural network (FNN) is the main
regulator controller, which is used to approximate an ideal computational controller. The compen-
sation controller is designed to compensate for the diﬀerence between the ideal computational con-
troller and the FNN controller. A tuning methodology is derived to update weight parts of the FNN.
Using Lyapunov law, we derive the decoupled sliding-mode control law and the related parameters
adaptive law of FNN. Finally, the decoupled sliding-mode with fuzzy-neural network control
(DSMFNNC) is used to control three highly nonlinear systems and conﬁrms the validity of the pro-
posed approach. The method can control one-input and multi-output nonlinear systems eﬃciently.
Using this approach, the response of system will converge faster than that of previous reports.
 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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In recent years, sliding-mode control (SMC) has been suggested as an approach for the
control of systems with nonlinearities, uncertain dynamics and bounded input disturbances.0888-613X/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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vergence and strong robustness for control systems in the sense that the closed loop systems
are completely insensitive to nonlinearities, uncertain dynamics, uncertain system parame-
ters and bounded input disturbances in the sliding-mode [1–3]. If the actual bounds of the
uncertainties exceed the assumed values designed in the controller, stability of the system in
not guaranteed. Like other conventional control structures [4–6], the design of sliding-mode
controllers needs the knowledge of the mathematical model of the plant, which decreases
the performance in some applications where the mathematical modeling of the system is
very hard and where the system has a large range of parameter variation together with unex-
pected and sudden external disturbances [7,8].
To avoid these problems, we need a controller are generally called ‘‘intelligent’’ control-
lers. These controllers mainly work on the principals of fuzzy-logic, neural network (NN),
genetic algorithms, etc. The idea of combining these intelligent control structures with slid-
ing-mode approach attracted many researches [9–14]. Recently, active research has been
carried out in fuzzy-neural control. It has been proven that fuzzy-neural network
(FNN) can approximate any nonlinear function to any desired accuracy because of the
universal approximation theorem. The stability and control performance will be deterio-
rated by the eﬀect of the approximation error. Therefore, a fuzzy-neural control system
has been proposed to incorporate with the expert information systematically and the sta-
bility can be guaranteed by theoretical analysis [15–20,27–30].
Babuska et al. [27] design and gradual building of a rule based neuro-fuzzy network
using piecewise linear multidimensional membership functions obtained by Delaunay
partition of the input space. Li and Ruan [28], proposed a max–min operator network
and a series of training algorithms, called fuzzy-rules, which could be used to solve fuzzy
relation equations. Zhou et al. [29] proposed a neural network feed-forward controller
with a fuzzy controller is proposed for trajectory tracking of robot manipulators with
unknown dynamic model. The BP network is used as feed-forward controller, which
approximates to expected torque. Gupta and Knopf [30] design the parallel structure
of a fuzzy neural network controller enables complex decisions to be made in real-time
and these neurons may learn from experience via the adaptation of synaptic modiﬁers.
Leu et al. [15] presented the fuzzy-neural approximator to tune online to approximate
the unknown nonlinear dynamic systems for adaptive control. Zhang and Morris [16]
described a technique for the modeling of nonlinear systems using an fuzzy-neural net-
work (FNN) topology. Wang [17] introduced FNNs as identiﬁers for non-linear dynamic
systems based on the back-propagation algorithm. Lin and Lee [18] have developed a
general neural-network-based fuzzy logic control system to the on-line supervised learn-
ing problem. Wai and Lin [19] used an FNN controller with adaptive learning rates to
control a nonlinear slider-crank mechanism. However, neural networks can be used to
approximate highly nonlinear dynamics, to reduce the number of the control rules,
and optimize membership functions through oﬀ-line learning, so that the real time com-
putation can be signiﬁcantly reduced. Da [20] developed FNN with the sliding-mode to
control for a class of large-scale systems and eliminate the control input chattering of the
sliding-mode control.
In this paper, we develop a FNN based on decoupled sliding-mode control (DSMC)
design strategy. The weights of the FNN are changed according to some adaptive algo-
rithm for the purpose of controlling the system states to hit an user-deﬁned sliding surface
and then slide along it. The initial weights of the NN can be set to small random numbers,
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suitable for the nonlinear dynamic system control.
The decoupled sliding-mode with fuzzy-neural network control (DSMFNNC) design
scheme is employed to on-line adjustment the weights of fuzzy-neural network by using
the reaching condition of a speciﬁed sliding surface. Since the proposed structure is able
to learn the weights of the FNN continuously, the initial weights can be started from zero
for a class of fourth-order nonlinear systems. Each subsystem, which is decoupled into two
second-order systems, is said to have main and sub-control purpose. Two sliding surfaces
are constructed through the state variables of the decoupled subsystem. We deﬁne main
and sub-target condition for these sliding surfaces, and introduce an intermediate variable
from the sub-sliding surface condition. The proposed adaptation law, which results from
the direct adaptive approach, is used to appropriately determine the weight of the
unknown system variables.
Based on the Lyapunov synthesis approach, the free parameters of the adaptive fuzzy-
neural controller can be tuned on-line by a decoupled sliding-mode control law and
adaptive law. Furthermore, to relax the requirement for the uncertain bound in the com-
pensation controller, an estimation mechanism is investigated to observe the uncertain
bound, so that the chattering phenomena of the control eﬀorts can be relaxed. To illustrate
the eﬀectiveness of the proposed design method, a comparison between a DFSMC [9] and
the proposed DSMFNNC is made.
We proposed the DSMFNNC has the following advantages: (1) With it most complex
systems can be controlled well without knowing the exact mathematical models. (2) The
dynamic behavior of the controlled system can be approximately dominated by the decou-
pled sliding surface. (3) Our control approach has an advantage over the former model-
based control scheme in that it does not require prior knowledge the dynamic nonlinear
system. (4) With the DSMFNNC not only can the robustness in relation to system uncer-
tainties be increased but also the chattering phenomenon of the conventional sliding-mode
controller is decreased. Therefore, in order to train the FNN eﬀectively, an on-line param-
eter training methodology, which is derived using the Lyapunov stability theorem in
closed-loop system and all signals involved are uniformly bounded.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the systems are
described. In Section 3, the decoupled fuzzy-neural network based sliding-mode control
is presented. In Section 4, the proposed controller is used to control a cart–pole system,
a ball-beam system, a translational oscillations by a rotational actuator (TORA) system
and a experiment of seesaw system is shown. Finally, we conclude with Section 5.2. System description
Consider a fourth-order nonlinear system, which can be represented by the following
form shown below:
_x1ðtÞ ¼ x2ðtÞ
_x2ðtÞ ¼ f1ðxÞ þ b1ðxÞu1 þ d1ðtÞ
_x3ðtÞ ¼ x4ðtÞ
_x4ðtÞ ¼ f2ðxÞ þ b2ðxÞu2 þ d2ðtÞ
ð1Þ
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functions, u1, u2 are the control inputs, and d1(t), d2(t) are external disturbances. The dis-
turbances are assumed to be bounded as follows: jd1(t)j 6 D1(t), jd2(t)j 6 D2(t). One can
use (1) to eﬀectively, design u1 and u2, however, this approach is only utilized to control
a subsystem of (1). For example, if the model is a cart–pole system, we only control either
the pole or the cart of (1). Hence, the idea of decoupled is employed to design a control u
to govern the whole system.
In Eq. (1), we ﬁrst deﬁne one switching line as
s1 ¼ c1ðx1  zÞ þ x2 ¼ ½c1 1 ½x1 x2T  c1z ¼ cTx12  c1z ð2Þ
and then the other switching line as
s2 ¼ c2x3 þ x4 ð3Þ
In the design of decoupled sliding-mode controller, an equivalent control is ﬁrst given
so that the states can stay on sliding surface. Thus, in sliding motion, the system dynamic
is independent of the original system and a stable equivalent control system is achieved.
The equivalent control can be obtained by letting _s1 equal to zero. That is
_s1 ¼ c1ð _x1  _zÞ þ _x2 ¼ c1x2  c1 _zþ f1 þ b1uþ d1 ¼ 0 ð4Þ
The decoupled sliding-mode control input is to be chosen as follows for a Lyapunov
function candidate
V ¼ 1
2
s21 ð5Þ
Take the time derivative of (5), we have
_V ¼ s1 _s1 ¼ s1ðc1x2  c1 _zþ f1 þ b1uþ d1Þ ð6Þ
From (7) that the decoupled sliding-mode controller u can be divided into an equivalent
control input and a hitting control input if has the following form, will be negative:
u ¼ ueq  P  sgnðs1Þ; where P > D1ðtÞ=jb1ðtÞj ð7Þ
where P is a positive constant, then the system is controlled in such a way that the state
always moves toward the sliding surface and hit it. Thus, the trajectory is always forced
to move toward the sliding surface. But, (7) will have high-frequency switching near the
sliding surface (s1 = 0) due to the sgn function involved. Thus, in order to reduce the chat-
tering phenomena, we replace sgn(s1) with sat(s1) as follows:
u ¼ ueq  P  satðs1Þ ð8Þ
Hence, in the sliding motion, an equivalent controller will be
ueq ¼ 1b1 ðc1x2 þ c1 _z f1 þ _s1 þ rs1Þ ð9Þ
Substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (5), we obtain
_s1 þ rs1 ¼ 0 ð10Þ
where r is a positive value, the sliding surface on the phase plane can be deﬁned as (2). The
control objective is to drive the system state to the point of original equilibrium. The
switching line variables s1 and s2 are reduced to zeros gradually at the same time by an
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tional to s2 and has the range proper to x1. Via Eq. (3) the control objective of u1 is chan-
ged from x1 = 0, x2 = 0 to x1 = z, x2 = 0 [9].
Because the controller u = u1 is used to govern the whole system, the bound of x1 can be
guaranteed by letting
jzj 6 Zupper; 0 < Zupper < 1 ð11Þ
where Zupper is the upper bound of abs(z). Eq. (12) implies that the maximum absolute
value of x1 will be limited.
In summary, z can be deﬁned as
z ¼ satðs2=UzÞ  Zupper; 0 < Zupper < 1 ð12Þ
where Uz is the boundary layer of s2. To smooth out z, Uz transfers s2 to the proper range
of x1, and the deﬁnition of sat( Æ ) function is
satðuÞ ¼ sgnðuÞ;
u;

if jujP 1
if juj < 1 ð13Þ
Notice that z is a decaying oscillation signal because Zupper is a factor less than one.
Remark 1. Consider Eq. (3). If s1 = 0, then x1 = z, x2 = 0. Since z is a value transferred
from s2, when s2 ! 0, then z! 0 and x1 ! 0. With Eq. (4), if the condition s1 ! 0, the
control objective is achieved. The choice of c1 and c2 has strong inﬂuence on the behavior
in the transient state of the system. The appropriate choice of is necessary for achieving
favorable transient response.The whole system was decoupled into two subsystems such that each subsystem had a
separate control target expressed in terms of a sliding surface. Then, information from the
secondary target conditions the main target, which in turn generated a control action to
generates a control action make both subsystems move toward their sliding surface,
respectively. The control laws (8) include two parts which are equivalent control law
and switching control law in a DSMC system. The switching control law is used to drive
the system states toward a speciﬁc sliding surface, and the equivalent control law guaran-
tees the system states to stay on the sliding surface and converge to zero along the sliding
surface. The equivalent control law is related to the system’s model. Therefore, it is diﬃ-
cult to design the equivalent control law if the system model is unknown in advance. To
overcome such a problem, a novel approach of the weight adaptation of the FNN control
is proposed to estimate an equivalent control input ueq. This will be proposed in Section 3.
3. Design of the decoupled sliding-mode with fuzzy-neural network controller
The FNN systems combine the capability of fuzzy reasoning in handling uncertain
information and the capability of neural networks in learning from processes, in the con-
trol ﬁelds to deal with nonlinearities and uncertainties of the control systems. In this sec-
tion, we show how to develop a decoupled sliding-mode with fuzzy-neural network
controller for obtaining the equivalent control through weight adaptation. Then, we con-
struct the hitting control to guarantee system’s stability. In this paper, the FNN is used as
such the nonlinear approximator [31]. In order to combine the advantages of decoupled
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speciﬁed as the input value of the FNN and an adaptive rule is introduced to adjust the
weightings between hidden and output layers neurons.3.1. Basic idea of fuzzy-neural network approximation
In this section, we introduce four-layer feedforward FNN, by which universal approx-
imations of continuous fuzzy valued functions may be investigated. A four-layer FNN as
shown in Fig. 1 [21,22], which comprises the input (the i layer), membership (the j layer),
rule (the k layer) and output layer (the o layer), is adopted to implement the FNN control-
ler in this study. Fig. 1 shows the structure of FNN. There are four layers: layers 1 and 2
correspond to the antecedent part, and layers 3 and 4 correspond to the consequent part.
The inputs of the FNN are s1 and _s1; the output of the FNN is uFNN. The signal propa-
gation and the basic function in each layer are introduced as follows.
For every node i in the input layer, the net input and the net output are represented as
net1i ¼ x1i ; y1i ¼ f 1i ðnet1i Þ ¼ net1i ; i ¼ 1; 2 ð14Þ
where x11 ¼ s1 and x12 ¼ _s1. Moreover, each node performs a membership function in the
membership layer. In this study, the Gaussian function is adopted as the membership
function. For the jth node
net2j ¼ 
ðx2i  cijÞ2
ðrijÞ2
;
y2j ¼ f 2j ðnet2j Þ ¼ expðnet2j Þ; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n
ð15Þ∏
∏
∏
∏
∏
∏
∏
∏
∏
Σ
1s
1s
Input Layer Membership Layer Rule Layer Output Layer
Fig. 1. The block of the FNN network.
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ian function in the jth term of the ith input linguistic variable x2i to the node of membership
layer, and n is the total number of the linguistic variables with respect to the input nodes.
Layer 2 is the fuzziﬁcation layer, which acts as the fuzzy sets of the corresponding input
variables. In addition, each node k in the rule layer is denoted by P, which multiplies the
input signals and outputs the result of the product. Layer 3 is the fuzzy rule layer. The
number of nodes in this layer is equal to the number of fuzzy rules. A node in this layer
represents a fuzzy rule. For the kth rule node
net3k ¼
Y
j
w3jkx
3
j ; y
3
k ¼ f 3k ðnet3kÞ ¼ net3k ; k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; l ð16Þ
where x3j represents the jth input to the node of rule layer; w
3
jk the weights between the
membership layer and the rule layer, are assumed to be unity; l = (n/i)i is the number of
rules with complete rule connection if each input node has the same linguistic variables.
Furthermore, the single node in the output layer is labeled as
P
, which computes the over-
all output as the summation of all input signals
net4o ¼
X
k
w4kox
4
k ; y
4
o ¼ f 4o ðnet4oÞ ¼ net4o; o ¼ 1 ð17Þ
where the connecting weight w4ko is the output action strength of the oth output associated
with the kth rule; x4k represents the kth input to the node of output layer, and y
4
o ¼ uFNN.
The output of a FNN can be represented
uFNN ¼ HTW ð18Þ
where H ¼ ½w411 w421 . . .w4l1T and W ¼ ½x41 x42 . . . x4l T , in which x4k is determined by the
selected membership functions and 0 6 x41 6 1. Here, we assumed both FNN centers
and widths have been chosen and ﬁxed adequately, and the weight values of adjusted
by adaptive law.
The FNN can be applied in the closed-loop control of nonlinear systems without using
complex mathematical model of the system due to the massive parallelism of the real-time
data processing ability of the neural network and could to deal with uncertainties of the
control systems in an eﬀective way. Furthermore, the FNN can be utilized in sliding-mode
control to estimate the bound of uncertainties real-time.3.2. Fuzzy-neural network based decoupled sliding-mode control
Since a FNN is employed to approximate the non-linear mapping between the sliding
input variable and the control law. An adaptive rule is used to adjust the weightings for
searching the optimal weighting values and obtaining the stable convergence property.
The structure of DSMFNNC control is shown in Fig. 2.
Based on the universal approximation theorem [23,31], the above FNN is capable of
uniformly approximating any well-deﬁned nonlinear function over a compact set U to
any degree of accuracy. There exists an optimal FNN control uDSMFNNC in the form of
Eq. (19)
uDSMFNNC ¼ HTW  ueq ð19Þ
SMC Plant
x1
x4
x3
Z
u
x2
SMC
Robust
Controller
Estimation
Law (30)
Adaptive  Fuzzy-
Neural Network
Controller
Adaptive
Law
(28)
1s
2s
+
+
d
dt
−
Fig. 2. The block of the DSMFNNC control.
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H ¼ arg min
jwj6Mw
sup
js1j6Ms1
½uDSMFNNC  ueqðtÞ
( )
for all t ð20Þ
The control law for the DSMFNNC system is assumed to make the following form:
u½s1ðtÞ; bHðtÞ ¼ uDSMFNNC½s1ðtÞ; bHðtÞ þ uh½s1ðtÞ ð21Þ
where uDSMFNNC is the approximate equivalent control, and the hitting control uh is
designed to stabilized the states of the control system around a pre-selected uncertainty
bound. The FNN is adopted in this study to facilities the estimation of the uncertainties,
which results from the direct adaptive approach, is used to appropriately determine the
weight of the unknown system variables. In order to derive the decoupled sliding-mode
controller with FNN based, substituting Eq. (21) into Eq. (1), we can obtain
_x2 ¼ f1ðxÞ þ b1ðxÞu ¼ f1ðxÞ þ b1ðxÞðuDSMFNNC þ uhÞ
¼ c1x2 þ c1 _zþ b1ðxÞðuDSMFNNC þ uh  ueqÞ ð22Þ
or, equivalently
_x12 ¼ Acx12 þ BcðuDSMFNNC þ uh  ueqÞ þ q_zþ cs1 ð23Þ
where x12 ¼ ½x1 x2T , Ac ¼ 0 10 c1
 
, Bc ¼ ½0 b1ðxÞT , q ¼ ½0 c1T , c ¼ ½0 rT .
Hence, the (4) can be rewritten
_s1 ¼ cT _x12  c1z ¼ cTAcx12 þ cTBcðuDSMFNNC þ uh  ueqÞ þ cTcs1 þ cTqz c1 _z
¼ b1ðuDSMFNNC þ uh  ueqÞ  rs1 ð24Þ
where c = [c11]
T.
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DSMFNNC system, our goal being to adjust the weightings as soon as the boundary layer
is reached. This approach aims to avoid the possibility of unbounded growth. As above
described we develop a FNN control law in an attempt to accomplish this object. The
learning method for the FNN is local, and therefore only the speciﬁc operation domain
is adapted without detrimental eﬀects on other operating areas. The FNN is employed
to approximate the nonlinear function of the plant. It is assumed that both FNN centers
and widths have been chosen and ﬁxed adequately, and the weight values of the linear
combiner will be adjusted by a learning law such that the stability of the whole adaptive
control system can be guaranteed.
In order to analyze the overall system stability, we introduce assumptions as follow:
Assumption 1. The following equality holds
uDSMFNNC  ueq þ
1
2
s1
ob11
ox
_xþ e
  ¼ K ð25Þ
where the uncertainty bound K* is a positive constant. This uncertainty bound cannot
measured for practical applications. Therefore, a bound estimation is developed to observe
the bound of approximation error.
X ¼ bK ðtÞ  K ð26Þ
where bK ðtÞ is the estimated uncertainty bound.
The adaptive laws will be developed to adjust the parameters bH and bK to estimate H*
and K, respectively, and the estimation of fuzzy-neural control eﬀort is denoted as
~uDSMFNNC ¼ uDSMFNNC  uDSMFNNC ¼ NTW ð27Þ
where N ¼ bH H as the central position error vector between the optimal value and the
current estimated of fuzzy-neural network parameter vector.
Theorem 1. Consider the dynamic system described by (1) and the hybrid sliding surface (2),
for the bounded, continuous desired state trajectory with bounded velocity, controller (21) can
guarantee the asymptotic stability of the close-loop system. And the FNN adaptive laws are
given by
_bH ¼ _N ¼ 11s1sgnðb1ÞW ð28Þ
uh ¼ Ksgnðb1Þsatðs1=U1Þ ð29Þ
_bK ¼ _X ¼ 12js1j ð30Þ
where 11 and 12 are positive constants. Moreover, the system states will converge to the sliding
surface asymptotically.Proof. Choose the Lyapunov function as
V ¼ 1
2
s21
jb1j þ
NTN
11
þ X
2
12
 
ð31Þ
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sitive constant. The variation of this function (31) with respect to time is
_V ¼ s1 _s1jb1j þ
1
2
s21sgnðb1Þ
ob11
ox
_xþ 1
11
NT _Nþ 1
12
X _X
¼ s1 _s1jb1j þ
1
2
_s1sgnðb1Þ ob
1
1
ox
_x 1
11
NT
_bH  1
12
X _bK
¼ 1jb1j s1ðc
T _x12  c1 _zÞ þ 1
2
s21sgnðb1Þ
ob11
ox
_x 1
11
NT
_bH
 1
12
X _bK ¼ rjb1j s21 þ s1sgnðb1Þ
 uDSMFNNC þ uh  ueq þ 1
2
s1
ob11
ox
_xþ uDSMFNNC  uDSMFNNC
 
¼ 1
11
NT
_bH  1
12
X _bK ¼ rjb1j s21 þ s1sgnðb1Þ uDSMFNNC  ueq þ 12 sD ob
1
1
ox
_x
 
þ s1sgnðb1ÞðuDSMFNNC  uDSMFNNCÞ ¼ s1sgnðb1Þuh 
1
11
NT
_bH  1
12
X _bK
6 rjb1j s
2
1 þ js1jK þ s1sgnðb1ÞNTW js1jbK  111 NT _bH  112 X _bK ¼ rjb1j s21
þ NT  1
11
_bH þ s1sgnðb1ÞW þ X js1j  112 _bK
 
 ð32Þ
Eq. (32) implies _V is negative semideﬁnite
_V 6 rjb1j s
2
1 ð33Þ
From the algorithm, we have s1  _s1 < 0. Therefore _V ¼ s1  _s1 < 0. Then for all tP 0,
_V 6 0 holds. So is a monotonous nonincrease function. Because _V 6 0, limt!1V exists,
i.e., V(1) exists. Then s1 is bounded and H is bounded too. The negative semideﬁniteness
of the Lyapunov function guarantee that s1, H are bounded. Let MðtÞ ¼ rjb1j s21 6  _V and
integrate M(t) with respect to time, then yieldsZ t
0
MðsÞds 6 Mðs1ð0Þ;Hð0ÞÞ Mðs1ðtÞ;HðtÞÞ ð34Þ
Because V(s1(0),H(0)) is bounded, and V(s1(t),H(t)) is nonincreasing and bounded, it is
shown that
lim
t!1
Z t
0
MðsÞds < 1 ð35Þ
In addition, since _MðtÞ is bounded, by Barbalat’s lemma [24], it can be shown that
limt!1M(t) = 0 and s1(t)! 0 as t!1 can achieved. As a result, the control system is
asymptotically stable. From the above analysis, it can be concluded that the proposed con-
troller is stable and system output error at least converges into small error bound.
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adjusted by (28). The objective is to construct an adaptive control scheme for unknown
time-dependent nonlinear plants without using a model of the plant. The proposed
approach is FNN based with adaptive law combine decoupled sliding-mode control. Here,
without prior knowledge of the plant is assumed, and the proposed controller has to begin
with exploration of the state space. The adaptive learning algorithms in the DSMFNNC
system are derived by Lyapunov stability analysis, so that system stability can be guaran-
teed in the closed-loop system. The eﬀectiveness of the proposed control system will be ver-
iﬁed by simulation results in Section 4.
4. Computer simulations and experiment results
In this section, we apply the DSMFNNC to a single-inverted pendulum system, a ball-
beam system [9], a TORA system [25] and a practical seesaw system to demonstrate the
theoretical development to verify the theoretical development.
4.1. Single-inverted pendulum
The structure of a single-inverted pendulum is illustrated in Fig. 3 and its dynamic is
described below
_x1 ¼ x2
_x2 ¼ mtg sin x1  mpL sin x1 cos x1x
2
2 þ cos x1  u
L  4
3
mt  mp cos2 x1
 	 þ d
_x3 ¼ x4
_x4 ¼
4
3
mpLx22 sin x1 þ mpg sin x1 cos x1
4
3
mt  mp cos2 x1 þ
4
3  4
3
mt  mp cos2 x1
 	 uþ d
ð36Þ
where x1 = h, the angle of the pole with respect to the vertical axis; x2 ¼ _h, the angle veloc-
ity of the pole with respect to the vertical axis; x3 = x, the position of the cart; x4 ¼ _x, the
velocity of the cart; mt = mc + mpu
θ
Fig. 3. Structure of a single-inverted pendulum system.
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s1 ¼ c1ðh zÞ þ _h ¼ c1ðx1  zÞ þ x2 ð37Þ
s2 ¼ c2xþ _x ¼ c2x3 þ x4 ð38Þ
and
z ¼ satðs2=UzÞ  Zupper; 0 < Zupper < 1 ð39Þ
In the simulation, the following speciﬁcations are used:
mp ¼ 0:05 kg; mc ¼ 1 kg; L ¼ 0:5 m; g ¼ 9:8 m=s2; c1 ¼ 5; c2 ¼ 0:5;
Uz ¼ 15; Zupper ¼ 0:9425; jdj 6 0:0873; 11 ¼ 0:5; 12 ¼ 0:5; U1 ¼ 0:5
initial values are
h ¼ 60; _h ¼ 0; x ¼ 0; _x ¼ 0
To avoid the situation where the cart never stops, must be properly chosen c2. In fact c2
is the key variable when changes its sign. When s2 the cart moves toward the origin, a lar-
ger c2 makes s2 change its sign at a position closed to the origin and, accordingly, the force
to slow down the cart will be exerted at a position closed to the origin. However, the dura-
tion of the action- as the cart passes through the origin may not be long enough to reduce
the speed of the cart to zero. The value c2 of must not be too large, otherwise the cart will
be always oscillating around the origin. Figs. 4–6 shows the simulation results. It is foundFig. 4. Angle evolution of the pole.
Fig. 5. System intermediate variable z of the single-inverted pendulum system.
Fig. 6. Position evolution of the cart.
86 L.-C. Hung, H.-Y. Chung / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 46 (2007) 74–97that the pole and the cart can be stabilized to the equilibrium point. Further, the proposed
control cannot only settling time and overshoot to decrease but also performance and
robustness better than DSMC and DFSMC [9].
ur
θ
R
Fig. 7. Structure of a ball-beam system.
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Consider a ball-beam system as depicted in Fig. 7 and its dynamic is described below:
_x1 ¼ x2
_x2 ¼ uþ d
_x3 ¼ x4
_x4 ¼ Bðx3x22  G sin x1Þ
ð40Þ
where x1 = h, the angle of the pole with respect to the vertical axis; x2 ¼ _h, the angle veloc-
ity of the pole with respect to the vertical axis; x3 = r, the position of the cart; x4 ¼ _r, the
velocity of the cart; B ¼ MR2
JbþMR2 where Jb, moment of inertia of the ball;M, mass of the ball;
R, radius of the ball; g, acceleration of gravity.
The center of rotation is assumed to be frictionless and ball is free to roll along the
beam. It is required that the ball remains in contact with the beam and that rolling occurs
without slipping. The objective is to keep the ball close to the center of the beam close to
the horizontal position.
In the simulation, the following speciﬁcations are used:
B ¼ 0:7143; Jb ¼ 2 106; M ¼ 0:05 kg; R ¼ 0:01 m; g ¼ 9:8 m=s2;
jdj 6 0:08; c1 ¼ 5; c2 ¼ 0:5; Uz ¼ 5; Zupper ¼ 0:9425; 11 ¼ 0:1;
12 ¼ 0:1; U1 ¼ 0:5
initial values are
x1 ¼ h ¼ 60; x2 ¼ _h ¼ 0; x3 ¼ 10; x4 ¼ _r ¼ 0
The system needs a positive to slow down the ball or let it move back to the left when
s2 > 0. In this situation, must be positive. When s2 < 0, the system needs a negative and
must be negative. z is deﬁned as in (39). The gains in the proposed control system are
all chosen so as to achieve the best possible transient control performance while still taking
into consideration the requirements of stability and possible operating conditions. The
simulated state responses and combined control eﬀorts of a cart–pole system and a ball-
beam system by the DSMFNNC system are depicted in Figs. 8–10. It is found that the
ball-beam system can be stabilized to the equilibrium point, and shown that h and r
Fig. 8. Position evolution of the ball.
Fig. 9. System intermediate variable z of the ball-beam.
88 L.-C. Hung, H.-Y. Chung / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 46 (2007) 74–97converge to zero, respectively. Further, the proposed control cannot only settling time and
overshoot to decrease but also performance and robustness better than DSMC and
DFSMC [9].
Fig. 10. Angle evolution of the beam.
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The translational oscillations with a rotational actuator (TORA) problem is depicted in
Fig. 11. The TORA features both the challenges of an inherent nonlinearity and the ben-
eﬁts of a physically meaningful concept of energy storage. A horizontal rotational proof
mass (no gravity eﬀect) is attached to a translating cart by means of a dc motor. The cart
is inertially ﬁxed by a spring with no damping and the sole actuation is through the dc
motor torque. The objective of the problem is to use the torque input to attenuate distur-
bances to the base translational mass using the proof mass. The motion of oscillations as
follows:
ðM þ mÞ€xc þ mrð€h cos h _h2 sin hÞ þ kxc ¼ d
ðI þ mr2Þ _h2 þ m€xcr cos h ¼ N
ð41Þk
M
N
m
θ
d
Fig. 11. Structure of the TORA system.
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tional position, d is the disturbance force acting on the cart, h is the rotational angle, k is
the stiﬀness of the linear spring, I is the moment of inertia of the eccentric mass, N repre-
sents the control torque applied to proof mass, and r is the radius of rotation. After nor-
malized transformation in the space of state variable, we can rewrite (41) as follows:
€xd þ xd ¼ dð _h2 sin h €h cos hÞ þ d €h ¼ u d €xd cos h ð42Þ
where 0 < d < 1, d represents disturbance and u is control input. In this paper, we assume
d = 0.1. Let us deﬁne the state variable as follows:
x1 ¼ xd þ d sin h; x2 ¼ _xd þ d _h cos h; x3 ¼ h; x4 ¼ _h ð43Þ
Substituting (42) into (43), then the above Eq. (43) becomes
_x1 ¼ x2; _x2 ¼ x1 þ d sin x3 þ d; _x3 ¼ x4;
_x4 ¼  d cos h
1 d2 cos2 x3
ðx1  dð1þ x24Þ sin x3  dÞ þ
1
1 d2 cos2 x3
u ð44Þ
where x1 is cart position, x2 is cart velocity, x3 is rotor angle, x4 is rotor angular velocity.
In what follows, we deﬁne the following variables:
s1 ¼ c1ðh zÞ þ _h ¼ c1ðx1  zÞ þ x2 ð45Þ
s2 ¼ c2xþ _x ¼ c2x3 þ x4 ð46Þ
and
z ¼ satðs2=UzÞ  Zupper; 0 < Zupper < 1 ð47Þ
where
c1 ¼ 4:5; c2 ¼ 1; Zu ¼ 0:925; Uz ¼ 5; jdj 6 0:08; Zu ¼ 0:9425;
11 ¼ 0:1; 12 ¼ 0:1; U1 ¼ 0:5
The proposed control system into two levels and each level has a separate control target
expressed in terms of a sliding surface. The information from the secondary target condi-
tions the main target through the variable in such a way that whenever s25 0, the variable
z interacts with the sliding surface s1. The sliding-mode controller based on s1 will generate
a control action to make both subsystems move toward their sliding surface, respectively.
From Figs. 12–14, we observed that the settling time, overshoot performance and robust-
ness of the proposed DSMFNNC control approach is better than fuzzy control [26] as
Fig. 13 and SMC as Fig. 14.4.4. Seesaw system experimental results
Consider a seesaw system as depicted in Fig. 15 and can be represented by the dynam-
ical equation as
uþ mg sin h B _x ¼ m€x;
ðMg sin hÞr2 þ mg sinðhþ /Þ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðx2 þ r21Þ
q
þ ur1  l _h ¼ I€h
ð48Þ
Fig. 12. The proposed control results for the TORA. (a) Response of state x1. (b) Response of state x3.
L.-C. Hung, H.-Y. Chung / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 46 (2007) 74–97 91where I is the wedge inertia, / is the angle that the cart makes with the wedge line and the
system parameters (m,M, r1, r2, I) are (0.46,1.41,0.121,0.095). In a seesaw system as shown
in Fig. 16, let x be the distance of the cart from the origin, h be the angle that the wedge
makes with the vertical line, r1 be the height of the wedge and r2 be the center of mass of
the center of mass of the wedge.
Fig. 13. The fuzzy control results for the TORA. (a) Response of state x1. (b) Response of state x3.
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x3 = x, _x4 ¼ _x and
s1 ¼ c1ðh zÞ þ _h ¼ c1ðx1  zÞ þ x2 ð49Þ
s2 ¼ c2xþ _x ¼ c3x3 þ x4 ð50Þ
Fig. 14. The sliding-mode control results for the TORA. (a) Response of state x1. (b) Response of state x3.
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z ¼ satðs2=UzÞ  Zu; 0 < Zu < 1 ð51Þ
In the experiment, the following speciﬁcations are used:
c1 ¼ 5; c2 ¼ 0:5; Uz ¼ 15; Zu ¼ 0:9425; 11 ¼ 0:1; 12 ¼ 0:1
Fig. 15. The structure of the hardware of the seesaw system.
x
u
B
μ
1r
2r
θ
φ
NM
Fig. 16. The inverted wedge balancing mechanism.
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want to reduce the settling time and minimize the overshooting and damping phenomena.
On-line algorithm tuning of the parameters is proposed to adjust the consequent param-
eters for monitoring the control performance of the system. The seesaw state variables are
the cart position (x), change in cart position ( _x), angle in relation to the horizontal (h), and
the change in angle ( _h). The experiments are summarized as follows: The initial states
of the seesaw are shown in Fig. 17, The position of the cart x is 25 centimeters and the
angle of the inverted wedge h is 10.0.25x m=
o10θ = −
Fig. 17. The initial seesaw states for experiment.
L.-C. Hung, H.-Y. Chung / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 46 (2007) 74–97 95The results of experiment, show that the position and angle of the responses curve is
similar identical initial states. The DSMFNNC, fuzzy logic controllers (FLC) and SMC
are compared as applied to identical practical systems. Similarly, it is found that the
response position and angle have the same features given identical initial states. The majorFig. 18. The position response of a practical seesaw system.
Fig. 19. The angle response of a practical seesaw system.
96 L.-C. Hung, H.-Y. Chung / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 46 (2007) 74–97advantages of the DSMFNNC are not requiring an exact mathematical model; see Figs.
18 and 19. Apparently, the proposed control cannot only settling time and overshoot to
decrease but also performance and robustness better than FLC and SMC.
As well as the development of the decoupled fuzzy-neural network based sliding-mode
control associated. The consequent weights adjust for the nonlinear systems control per-
formance. It can be determined analytically and that the stability and robustness proper-
ties of the DSMFNNC control can be guaranteed.5. Conclusions
We use the both decoupled sliding-mode control and FNN technique to implement the
DSMFNNC system. The paper investigates the application of inversion of a fuzzy-neural
network to nonlinear control problems for which the structure of the nonlinearity is
unknown. The online tuning algorithm is derived in the Lyapunov sense; thus, the stability
of the control system can be guaranteed. Moreover, to relax the requirement for the uncer-
tain bound in the compensation controller, an estimation mechanism is investigated to
observe the uncertain bound, so that the chattering phenomena of the control eﬀorts
can be relaxed.
It is important to point out that the proposed controller assure its validity, eﬀectiveness
and its superiority to decoupled fuzzy sliding-mode controller in the sense of a much faster
trajectory tracking time, smoothing the control actions and robustness against model
parameter uncertainties.References
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